One of the worst things about going into the school year is the possibility of lice getting into your child’s hair
and coming to your home. I am finding that its harder and harder to get rid of them once they make their
homes in your child’s hair. They tend to spread to all family members, bedding, carpets, couch, car seat and
everything else you can think of. Who wants to deal with all that? The amazing thing about Fairy Tales is it
helps to keep them away so you never have to worry about it in the first place! Fairy Tales products work to
repel lice so they have no desire to jump into your child’s hair and hitch a ride home. The best thing about
Fairy Tales products is they are completely chemical, toxin, paraben, pesticide, and sulfate free so its not
something harmful you’re using on your little loved ones.

Rosemary Repel Daily Shampoo
Rosemary Repel daily shampoo works to cleanse and moisturize your hair while using a proprietary blend of
organic rosemary, citronella, tea tree, and geranium oils clinically proven effective to help prevent lice. This
shampoo is made with a combination of jojoba and chamomile to hydrate, moisturize and soothe your child’s
scalp. Just like it says in the name, this shampoo is great and ok for daily use on your kids! Since its free of
harsh chemicals this shampoo is completely safe and gentle. I actually really enjoy the natural scent of this
shampoo. I love how they make it all smell similar so you aren’t adding tons of different scents on top of each
other when using the entire line of products.

Rosemary Repel Conditioner
The Rosemary Repel Conditioner uses all the same blends that the shampoo has so they smell identical to
each other and they work great when paired together! The conditioner is going to make your child’s hair silky
smooth, soft and shiny! My five year old son has long hair using conditioner is a must for him or else you cant
get a brush through it and it gets very “stringy.” Fairy Tales conditioner works great to prevent that from
happening and of course it adds that extra layer of lice prevention!

Rosemary Repel Conditioning Spray
Like the other Rosemary Repel products from Fairy Tales, the Rosemary Repel Conditioning Spray has all the
exact same blends and ingredients. Even tho this is a spray it still doesn’t have the harsh chemicals or other
yucky stuff you might find in other lice repelling products. This spray is amazing to use on damp hair after they
get out of the bathtub and works great to get tangles out and leave your child’s hair feeling soft and
conditioned. I love how easy it is to just spray this on, brush through and you are done. This stuff is also great
to spray behind your child’s ears, on the back of their neck and their shoulders so you can be extra sure you
wont get any little bug passengers with your child when they come home.

